Huntington High School’s 151st Commencement

Laura Ironman’s Introduction of
Salutatorian Molly Prep

Four years ago, I made a bet; that when Molly Prep and I were seniors, and she had received either valedictorian or salutatorian, I would get to write her introduction speech. Well here we are, after what seems like forever, conquering fears, overcoming issues and somehow, passing AP economics. These years haven’t been easy, but I’m so glad I got to spend them with our next speaker.

Molly is always one for adventure, whether it’s just ordering something new off the menu, or jumping over fire and conquering the Spartan Race. In the years I’ve known her, she’s never been one for a mundane lifestyle. Continuing the Adventures at NYU, I know I will be hearing stories of the epic experiences she will have.

If Molly has learned anything from these four years, it's to never make a bet with me, because I will win and then introduce her at graduation. Ladies and gentleman I give you this years’ salutatorian, a Spartan, Ms. Molly Prep.